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Executive Summary 

 

State of the Market 

Medium-duty electric vehicles (MDEVs) are still in the early stages of adoption across the U.S. Cost-

parity on the initial purchase price of these vehicles relative to their conventional counterparts is not 

expected until the mid-2020s. A lack of organizational experience operating and maintaining EVs and a 

dearth of charging infrastructure present challenges to the early deployment of all types of EVs. 

Furthermore, most test cases for MDEVs are in California, whose warmer climate makes it difficult to 

draw accurate operational comparisons to Minnesota. 

 

Despite this, manufacturers are entering the market and providing a greater variety of vehicle choices. 

The number of class three through six (5-13 tons) electric vehicles on the market increased by a factor of 

six from 2013 to 2018, going from four to 24. Utilities, recognizing customer demand for EVs, are 

developing specialized programs and electricity rates for their customers to keep the costs of EV charging 

low. Furthermore, MDEVs operate with half the fuel cost per mile versus a comparable diesel vehicle. 

 

For fleet owners able and willing to take on the additional incremental cost of the vehicle, MDEVs are 

considered operationally viable replacements for vehicles traveling: 

 

● About 100 miles per day 

● On predictable routes 

● Back to a centralized charging location 

 

MPCA Role 

The Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) is working to “connect stakeholders, identify 

resources, and encourage a strategic statewide approach to promoting EV use and the installation of 

charging infrastructure.” Our recommendations for their role in accelerating MDEV adoption in 

Minnesota have been informed by interviews with both in and out-of-state stakeholders, secondary 

research of case studies, industry reports, and legislation from Minnesota and other states. 

 

Connect Stakeholders 

● Facilitate information sharing between government and external organizations 

● Improve website layout and content to make applying easier 

Identify Resources 

● Maintain list of available vehicles (e.g. California vehicle catalog) 

● Total cost of ownership calculators 

● Provide a detailed EV adoption checklist for fleet owners 

Encourage Strategic Statewide Approach 

● Alter award amounts to maximize the number of awards 

● Develop a standardized approach to collecting feedback  

● Add additional grant questions to promote accelerated EV adoption 
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Introduction 

 

This project was developed in partnership with the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA). The 

MPCA’s stated roles in electric vehicle (EV) deployment in Minnesota include:  

 

● Connecting stakeholders 

● Identifying resources 

● Encouraging a strategic statewide approach to promoting EV use and the installation of charging 

infrastructure.1 

 

It was with these roles in mind that our team identified the stakeholders we interviewed and research we 

carried out over the course of the project. 

 

 
Figure 1. Research Visualization 

 

Problem Statement 

 

Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in Minnesota’s transportation sector are not on track to meet the 

goals of the Next Generation Energy Act (NGEA) by 2025. 

 

The NGEA  of 2007 established a goal of overall, economy-wide GHG emission reductions 

(relative to 2005 levels) of 80% by 2050. 

 

                                                 
1 Minnesota Department of Transportation, Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, and the Great Plains Institute, 2019. 

“Accelerating Electric Vehicle Adoption: A Vision for Minnesota.” <pca.state.mn.us/sites/default/files/p-gen4-13.pdf> 

https://www.pca.state.mn.us/sites/default/files/p-gen4-13.pdf
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Figure 2. NGEA Targets 

 

As we look towards 2025, electricity generation is the only sector on track to meet the 30 percent 

emissions reduction. While the transportation sector has seen a decrease in emissions from 2005, it 

surpassed the electricity sector as Minnesota’s largest source of GHG emissions in 2016.2  

 

 
Figure 3. Transportation Emissions in Minnesota vs. 

Next Generation Energy Act Targets 

 

Project Purpose 

 

                                                 
2 MPCA, 2018. “Greenhouse gas emissions data.” <pca.state.mn.us/air/greenhouse-gas-emissions-data> 

https://www.pca.state.mn.us/air/greenhouse-gas-emissions-data
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Our project was developed in partnership with the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency. We 

identified the research questions in Figure 4 to guide our project over the course of the semester. These 

questions sought to address what we identified as gaps in knowledge regarding both physical and policy 

infrastructure.  

 

 
Figure 4. Research Questions 

 

What is a medium-duty vehicle? 

 

Various organizations define medium-duty (MD) vehicles based on slightly different weight 

classes. For our paper, we are using the Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA) classification 

system, which has been adapted by the North American Council for Freight Efficiency (NACFE), the 

largest assortment of resources we found for medium-duty electrification. Figures 5 and 6 provide 

visualizations of medium-duty classification. Medium-duty vehicles range from large pickup trucks with 

utility-type add-ons to step delivery trucks. Most medium-duty vehicles are used in fleets. 

 

What is the state of medium-duty 
fleets in Minnesota - which ones 

are ideal for electrification (carbon 
intensity & fleet readiness)? 

What are the results and lessons of 
transportation emissions reduction 

efforts (e.g. electric bus pilots)?

How does medium-duty vehicle 
charging infrastructure differ from 
light duty charging infrastructure?

What are other states doing to 
track and incentivize medium-duty 

fleet electrification? 

What lessons should MPCA apply 
to their work?

What roles do the private sector, 
MPCA, other public sector entities 

and utilities play in providing 
relevant, viable options for 

medium-duty vehicle 
electrification? 
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Figure 5. Weight Classification and Vehicle 

Types 

Vehicle Class 
Weight Range 

(lbs) 
Category 

Class 1 <6,000 
Light-Duty 

Class 2 6,001-10,000 

Class 3 10,001-14,000 

Medium-Duty 
Class 4 14,001-16,000 

Class 5 16,001-19,500 

Class 6 19,501-26,000 

Class 7 26,001-33,000 
Heavy-Duty 

Class 8 >33,001 

Figure 6. Vehicle Weight Classifications

 

Why focus on medium-duty EVs?  

 

Medium-duty vehicles provide unique advantages and opportunities that light and heavy-duty 

vehicles cannot, and their electrification is an important piece in reducing greenhouse gas emissions from 

the transportation sector. In Minnesota, they make up 12.5% of registered vehicles and 14% of vehicle 

miles traveled (VMT).3 This small fraction, however, accounts for approximately a quarter of all 

greenhouse gas emissions from the transportation sector. A change in a relatively small number of 

vehicles has the potential to significantly affect greenhouse gas emissions. 

 

 From a fleet owner’s perspective, investing in a medium-duty EV can also bring advantages. Fuel 

cost accounts for a large portion of an organization’s operating costs. Once the upfront barrier of the 

vehicle cost is overcome and a fleet is electrified, an owner can potentially see a great deal of savings on a 

longer-term scale. 

 

 
                                                 
3 Minnesota Pollution Control Agency. 2017 Statewide Fleet Activity.  
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Figure 7. Per Mile Fuel Costs of Electric and Diesel Equivalent MDEVs4 

 

 Fleet owners also represent a group that targeted engagement can result in effective and 

meaningful reductions in emissions. Unlike consumers, who are unlikely to own more than two vehicles 

per household, fleets often are made up of hundreds of vehicles. Convincing a decision maker to 

transition to electric vehicles can have a large change in the number of MDEVs on the road.  

 

 Electrification fits fleet duty vehicles in particular because of their predictable routes and driving 

distances. Often, fleet vehicles drive similar daily routes without much variation in distance or driving 

time. With properly planned routes, drivers can be sure that their vehicle will be able to do their entire trip 

without needing a second charge. With set routes and driving distances, fleet vehicles are ideal for EVs as 

there is less ambiguity about how much energy will be needed. 

 

 Medium-duty vehicles drive more miles on average than light duty vehicles, often driving 

constantly throughout the day. Because of this, the lifespan of these vehicles is often shorter, and they 

must be replaced more frequently than light-duty. EVs have fewer moving parts, which could lead to less 

required maintenance costs. Therefore, the higher initial vehicle cost may be offset by the increased usage 

time and less turnover. 

 

Methodology 

 

Our research methodology consisted of gathering information and data about the state of 

medium-duty vehicle electrification in Minnesota. We then processed that information and have 

attempted to communicate it in ways that are comprehensive, yet easily understandable. One form of 

primary research was acquiring 2016 and 2017 data on registered vehicles in Minnesota broken down by 

type of vehicle. We then classified vehicles as either light-, medium-, or heavy-duty. Data included the 

number of vehicles, fuel type used, vehicle miles traveled, and greenhouse gas emissions factors. From 

this, several other important metrics were calculated in order to better understand the current state of 

decarbonization in Minnesota’s transportation sector. 

 

 The most significant primary research we did was conducting interviews with dozens of 

stakeholders and people familiar with this subject-matter. Interviewees were identified and contacted 

based on referrals from the MPCA, personal connections of the researchers, or second and third-degree 

connections of previous interviewees. We conducted interviews with stakeholders from a number of 

different sectors, including municipalities, state government agencies, electric utilities, researchers, 

nonprofits, private EV fleet owners, and private companies directly involved in the EV industry. 

Questions were asked by the interviewers based on the particular background of the interviewee. 

 

 Secondary research methods consisted of reviewing existing literature and information about 

MDEVs. These included current and proposed legislation, industry reports, research whitepapers, fleet 

case studies, MDEV manufacturers, and other resources. All of this information was reviewed and taken 

into account in producing this final report. 

                                                 
4 North American Council for Freight Efficiency, 2018. “Electric Trucks: Where They Make Sense.” Costs calculated assuming 

7 mile per gallon (mpg) fuel efficiency for diesel model, and 2 miles per kWh fuel efficiency for EV.  
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Research 

 

Fleet Adoption 

 

Relevant research questions: does a business case exist for the purchase of medium-duty electric 

vehicles? If not, what subsidies are necessary for adoption? When will medium-duty vehicles meet cost 

parity with their internal combustion counterparts? 

 

Because medium-duty vehicles are primarily for fleets, commercial businesses and government 

are the two primary entities purchasing them. This section will detail the current status of medium-duty 

vehicle availability, the types of businesses who are likely to purchase medium-duty vehicles for fleets, 

and lay out the considerations businesses should make as they contemplate electrifying their vehicles. 

Information for this section has been informed primarily by a number of stakeholder interviews and fleet 

readiness reports created by the North American Council for Freight Efficiency (NACFE). 

 

First, what types of fleets are best suited to purchase electric vehicles? The answer to this is 

predicated upon what medium-duty EVs are available to the market. Businesses will consider purchasing 

medium-duty EVs based on: 

 

1. Awareness -- medium-duty EVs are not as mainstream as light-duty passenger vehicles. Most 

individuals and businesses purchasing cars still do not consider EVs as a serious option. 

2. Functionality -- size, towing capacity, cargo space, ability to retrofit for specific use, etc. 

3. Optionality -- it’s easier to be sold on a new product when there are alternatives to select between. 

If only one EV manufacturer exists for a given vehicle type, businesses are less likely to commit. 

4. Cost -- upfront cost is critical. However, many businesses purchasing fleets will also look at the 

total cost of ownership to determine if an EV makes sense over an internal combustion vehicle. 

5. Range -- long charging times and lack of charging infrastructure means charging challenges 

cannot impede normal business operations. 

6. Learning curve -- although EVs require less maintenance, businesses need to train staff or find 

maintenance providers; testing vehicle novelty takes time--businesses undergo trial periods with a 

small number of vehicles before purchasing large quantities; charging costs and hosting capacity-

-knowing how many EVs can be charged at the fleet lot requires utility coordination and 

potentially costly upgrades; other unknown factors, such as changes in operations and insurance. 

 

Of these six general considerations, MPCA is equipped to influence Awareness, Cost, and 

Learning Curve. To help with Awareness and Learning Curve, we developed a “Medium-Duty EV Fleet 

Adoption Readiness Checklist” (Appendix 4), linked to NACFE’s total cost of ownership calculator,5 and 

are recommending MPCA help organize and participate in a to-be-formed industry-led Fleet EV Working 

Group. MPCA’s influence on cost will come from grant administration. More detail on these 

recommendations can be found in the Recommendations section. 

 

                                                 
5 North American Council for Freight Efficiency, 2018. “TCO Calculator.”  <nacfe.org/future-technology/medium-duty-electric-

trucks-cost-of-ownership> 

https://nacfe.org/future-technology/medium-duty-electric-trucks-cost-of-ownership/
https://nacfe.org/future-technology/medium-duty-electric-trucks-cost-of-ownership/
https://nacfe.org/future-technology/medium-duty-electric-trucks-cost-of-ownership/
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As for the existing business case to be made for purchasing medium-duty EVs, it’s valuable to 

have a baseline understanding of the types and number of vehicles available on the market. 

 

Business Case 

 

Our research found that there is currently not a compelling business case for medium-duty EVs. 

The upfront cost is still too high relative to their internal combustion counterparts. Unlike the light-duty 

passenger vehicle market, which has a number of established vehicles, the medium-duty market still 

operates through customized ordering. Lion Electric Company, for instance, announced an electric “urban 

class 8 truck” weighing 24,600 pounds, putting it into our class 6 categorization without indicating 

pricing. The manufacturer revealed during an interview that the price would be between $250,000-

$400,000 depending on specifications.67 This compares to about $125,000 for ICE class 6 trucks.8 

 

Aside from the price gap, another reason MDEV adoption has not yet proliferated is because 

there have not been very many available models, and even fewer for specific applications. Purchasers are 

less likely to buy when they are not able to compare options, even if the only option they have would fit 

all of their needs. This is beginning to change as a steady stream of commercially available vehicles enter 

the market. The most recent comprehensive market scan, conducted by NACFE in September 2018, 

highlights 24 vehicle designs. While not a large number, this scan reveals that there are multiple options 

available for most use cases. Many of the technologies are from startup companies who have not 

advertised their availability extensively because production runs are not large enough to accommodate 

significant demand. See Appendix 7-list of available EVs for a complete list and description of EVs 

currently on the market. 

 

                                                 
6 Lion Buses Inc. 2019. “Urban Class 8 Truck.” <thelionelectric.com/en/products/electric_truck_class8> 
7 Truck News, 2019. “Lion 8 electric truck comes to life in Quebec.” <trucknews.com/transportation/lion-8-electric-truck-roars-

to-life-in-quebec/1003090229> 
8 Commercial Truck Trader, 2019. “Kenworth Class 4 Class 5 Class 6 Medium Duty Trucks For Sale.” 

<commercialtrucktrader.com/Kenworth-Class-4-Class-5-Class-6-Medium-Duty-Trucks-For-Sale/search-

results?type=class4%2Cclass5%2Cclass6&make=KENWORTH%7C2312164> 

https://thelionelectric.com/en/products/electric_truck_class8
https://www.trucknews.com/transportation/lion-8-electric-truck-roars-to-life-in-quebec/1003090229/
https://www.trucknews.com/transportation/lion-8-electric-truck-roars-to-life-in-quebec/1003090229/
https://www.commercialtrucktrader.com/Kenworth-Class-4-Class-5-Class-6-Medium-Duty-Trucks-For-Sale/search-results?type=class4%2Cclass5%2Cclass6&make=KENWORTH%7C2312164
https://www.commercialtrucktrader.com/Kenworth-Class-4-Class-5-Class-6-Medium-Duty-Trucks-For-Sale/search-results?type=class4%2Cclass5%2Cclass6&make=KENWORTH%7C2312164
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Figure 8. Amount of MDEV models on the market 

 

Large traditional manufacturers like Daimler, VW, Ford, and Mitsubishi are also starting to 

develop their own MDEVs, either on their own, or in partnership with startups referenced above. Analysts 

predict that MDEVs will have significant market penetration starting in 2024, the year in which 

Bloomberg New Energy Finance predicts EVs will reach price parity with their ICE counterparts.9 Price 

parity will most likely be achieved in light-duty vehicles first, but as the overall technology develops, 

medium-duty vehicles will not be far behind. 

 

Another unique aspect of EVs to consider is that unlike traditional ICE vehicles, the drivetrain for 

battery electric vehicles has far fewer moving parts (~20 compared to ~2,000),10 which lends EV designs 

to more of a platform, or “skateboard” approach. In Minnesota, for instance, Zeus Electric Chassis are 

developing a unique platform for sale to body manufacturers who can customize different uses.11 Rivian 

Trucks, who is also designing EVs with a skateboard chassis, has partnered with Ford (who invested $500 

million in the company). They are expected to start by delivering 20,000 pickup trucks, which could 

become medium-duty vehicles for utility purposes, in 2021.12 So although 24+ available EVs is still a 

relatively small number, the development of additional use-cases will not necessarily require creating 

entirely new vehicles. This means that the number of available vehicles is likely to continue expanding 

rapidly, and entities currently unable to find EVs that fit their needs should continue scanning the market 

every 6-12 months. 

 

Additional considerations need to be made for EVs because of the touted lower-cost of 

ownership. These claims are tied to reduced maintenance, due to so many fewer moving parts (no 

transmission, for instance), and fuel costs, due to electricity being cheaper than diesel or gas. Conversely, 

                                                 
9 Bloomberg New Energy Finance, 2018. “Electric Vehicle Outlook.” <bnef.turtl.co/story/evo2018> 

10 Inside EVs, 2018. “Here's Seven Reasons Why Electric Vehicles Will Kill The Gas Car.” <insideevs.com/news/340502/heres-

seven-reasons-why-electric-vehicles-will-kill-the-gas-car> 
11 Zeus Electric Chassis, 2019. <zeus-electric-chassis.com> 
12 https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/24/business/ford-rivian-investment.html 

4
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http://bnef.turtl.co/story/evo2018
https://insideevs.com/news/340502/heres-seven-reasons-why-electric-vehicles-will-kill-the-gas-car/
https://insideevs.com/news/340502/heres-seven-reasons-why-electric-vehicles-will-kill-the-gas-car/
https://www.zeus-electric-chassis.com/
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up-front charging infrastructure costs need to be considered as an extra expense. Charging infrastructure 

is complex, with multiple potential business models, some of which are discussed in detail in the 

following section. 

 

As businesses evaluate purchasing electric vehicles, they will have to take into account the total 

cost of ownership (TCO).  TCO looks at both upfront costs and vehicle maintenance/continuing costs 

over the car’s lifetime. Comparing the total cost of ownership between electric and ICE options is an 

essential calculation that businesses need to perform. While the upfront cost is much higher for EVs, the 

maintenance and fuel costs are lower. NACFE created a comprehensive and publicly available TCO 

calculator available on their website that we encourage any fleet owner to use as they assess potential EV 

adoption.13 

 

From conversations we’ve had during our research, we anecdotally believe that most companies 

are hesitant to trust manufacturer savings estimates without conducting their own trials. The electric 

school bus pilot, for instance, has not realized expected cost savings over the diesel counterpart because 

even new diesel buses do not require much maintenance. Savings are still expected to accrue over the 

trial’s lifetime, but initial savings have not materialized as expected. This is all within expectations 

considering the school bus was a pilot. It also shows that additional calculations should be considered 

when making financial calculations. To help overcome concerns about manufacturer estimates, we 

recommend the use of third party total cost of ownership calculators, such as the NACFE calculator 

highlighted above.  

 

Because upfront costs are still prohibitively expensive, the only companies and government 

agencies testing EVs either have environmental commitments not tied to their bottom line or are 

responding to policy mandates. A recent study commissioned by The Climate Group suggested the same 

conclusion. The Climate Group operates a network of global companies called EV100, who are 

committed to accelerating the transition of EVs by making significant headway on electrification of their 

fleets and entirely electric purchases by 2030. Their study surveyed the current 23 members, who operate 

in 66 different markets, and found potential financial savings being the least significant driver.14 

 

                                                 
13 North American Council for Freight Efficiency, 2018. “Medium-Duty Electric Trucks: Cost of Ownership.” <nacfe.org/future-

technology/medium-duty-electric-trucks-cost-of-ownership> 
14 https://www.theclimategroup.org/sites/default/files/ev100_annual_report_pdf.pdf 

https://nacfe.org/future-technology/medium-duty-electric-trucks-cost-of-ownership/
https://nacfe.org/future-technology/medium-duty-electric-trucks-cost-of-ownership/
https://www.theclimategroup.org/sites/default/files/ev100_annual_report_pdf.pdf
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Figure 9. Top Five Drivers for Going Electric 

 

And although the financial consideration is the least important driver currently, we expect that will 

rapidly change as EVs come into cost parity by the mid-2020s. 

 

Our specific recommendation for the considerations fleet owners should address as they make a 

decision to electrify is contained in the Fleet Adoption Checklist, Appendix 4. 

 

Charging Infrastructure 

 

Charging infrastructure for MDEVs (and HDEVs) faces different and more significant barriers 

than for LDEVs due to their size. MDEVs are most feasible with Level 3 DC fast chargers, which are 

several times more expensive than Level 2 chargers (See Table 1),15 according to the North American 

Council for Freight Efficiency (NACFE). Pioneering fleets like the City of Denver16 have noted that 

charging infrastructure was more expensive than expected, and highlighted the importance of working 

with other stakeholders to prepare for this. More robust charging infrastructure means that facilities need 

to ensure that they have adequate wiring, conduit, metering, etc. Similar to residential and retail building 

codes being written to require Level 2 EV charger ready infrastructure, the building code for buildings in 

commercial, industrial, and other zones would be wise to require Level 3 DC fast charger (DCFC) ready 

infrastructure. This means increased upfront costs when constructing new buildings, although many 

industrial facilities will already need some of that type of infrastructure for their operations,17 or may have 

                                                 
15 North American Council for Freight Efficiency, 2019. “Amping Up: Charging Infrastructure for Electric Trucks.” 

<nacfe.org/report-library/guidance-reports> 
16 Mike Salisbury, City of Denver. 3/1/2019 Interview. 
17 Nick Nigro, Atlas Public Policy. 3/26/2019 Interview. 

http://nacfe.org/report-library/guidance-reports
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vehicles with integrated onboard chargers.18 NACFE recommends that fleets start the charging equipment 

procurement process early and look at it differently for each site.19 

 

Type Voltage (V) Power (kW) Price ($1k) Installation 

Level 1 

(LDEVs) 
120 1.9 0-1 

No add’l 

equipment 

Level 2 208-240 7.2-19.2 2-7 
Equipment 

+ circuit 

Level 3 

(DCFC) 
480 (AC) 72-1,000 15-90 

Equipment 

+ circuit 

Table 1: Characteristics of EV chargers by level 

 

 Comprehensive incentives and financing structures will be needed to facilitate adoption of that 

charging infrastructure. MDEV fleets are likely to be charged at their home bases, or other similar 

facilities that are not open for members of the public to charge their EVs. In addition to the MPCA 

request for proposal (RFP)20 discussed below, there are a few other financing mechanisms that are 

capable of being used to implement adoption of MDEV charging infrastructure. Fleet owners could buy 

their charging stations through an RFP, where the fleet owners also own the chargers and consider them a 

capital expense. EV chargers could also be leased from charging equipment vendors or utilities, where the 

suppliers owns the charging stations, and the fleet owner pays the recurring lease fee out of their 

operational expense budget. Lastly, loans are an option for EV fleet owners to acquire adequate charging 

infrastructure. A MN Senate Bill proposes a revolving loan fund for EV charging infrastructure with a 

$1.5 million fund, $30,000 max grant, 1% interest rate loans for public sector fleets, and 3% interest rate 

loans for private sector fleets.21  Ultimately, one of the most effective ways to receive public funding for 

MDEVs and their chargers is for the business community to ask for it22. 

 

 Widespread adoption of EV charging infrastructure, especially Level 3 DC fast chargers, will 

have significant implications for the electric utilities supplying power to them. At the same time, those 

electric utilities will have a vested interest in the process. Increased EV charging will increase demand for 

electricity, and certain program designs have the potential to lower the average cost of electricity.23 

                                                 
18 Bob Grinstead, Zeus Electric Chassis. 4/11/2019 Interview. 
19 North American Council for Freight Efficiency, 2019. “Amping Up: Charging Infrastructure for Electric Trucks.” 

<nacfe.org/report-library/guidance-reports> 
20 MPCA, 2019. “Grants for charging stations for EV fleets.” <pca.state.mn.us/regulations/charging-stations-for-fleets-grants> 
21 Minnesota Senate File 1692 Paragraph 49.25. 

<revisor.mn.gov/bills/text.php?number=SF1692&session=ls91&session_year=2020&session_number=0&version=latest&format

=pdf> 

22 Brendan Jordan, Great Plains Institute. 4/4/2019 Interview. 
23 Nick Nigro, Atlas Public Policy. 3/26/2019 Interview. 

http://nacfe.org/report-library/guidance-reports
https://www.pca.state.mn.us/regulations/charging-stations-for-fleets-grants
http://revisor.mn.gov/bills/text.php?number=SF1692&session=ls91&session_year=2020&session_number=0&version=latest&format=pdf
http://revisor.mn.gov/bills/text.php?number=SF1692&session=ls91&session_year=2020&session_number=0&version=latest&format=pdf
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Policies that regulate the utility rate-basing of EV charging infrastructure will have ramifications for 

fleets. The Minnesota Public Utilities Commission (PUC) has required Minnesota’s investor-owned 

utilities (IOUs) to file EV pilot programs for the next few years. Perhaps the most discussed aspect is that 

of time-of-use (TOU) electricity rates, which facilitate load flattening, peak shifting, or peak shaving, 

along with increasing the load factor.24  Xcel Energy’s EV pilot program would give customers the choice 

of purchasing their own EV charging equipment, or having it provided by Xcel for a monthly payment on 

their electricity bill.25 The latter option would require them to utilize Xcel’s time-of-use (TOU) electricity 

rates, which have on-peak rates set at about four times as expensive as off-peak rates.26 Otter Tail Power 

and Minnesota Power are also working to address demand charges for MDEVs and HDEVs.27 28 High 

demand charges are an emerging issue in this realm, however they might not be as challenging for some 

fleets that charge at their own facilities during off-peak hours.29 

 

 Finally, continued collaboration between stakeholders will be beneficial towards further 

implementation of EV charging infrastructure in Minnesota. Fleet owners, electric utilities, regulators, 

charging equipment vendors, ratepayers, and other stakeholders should continue to be engaged. It will be 

critical for electric utilities to develop and maintain good relationships and effective communication 

between themselves and their large commercial and industrial (C&I) customers.30 The Midcontinent 

Transportation Electrification Collaborative (M-TEC)31 will also continue to be a useful entity for this 

necessary collaboration around EV infrastructure in Minnesota and beyond. It is recommended that the 

MPCA continue to provide resources and information to these stakeholders to facilitate adoption of 

MDEV charging infrastructure. Further information can be found in the Recommendations section.  

 

External Policies - State, Federal, and Municipal 

 

Federal 

No federal policy currently exists to explicitly incentivize or otherwise increase the utilization of 

medium-duty vehicles. However, there are federal programs that provide both funding and information 

sources related to medium-duty vehicle electrification. 

 

● Alternative Fuels Data Center (AFDC) - a wide-ranging information hub focused on advanced 

transportation technologies. The AFDC provides information, data, and tools to decision-makers 

considering alternative fuels and advanced vehicles.32 

                                                 
24 Andrew Twite, Fresh Energy. 3/7/2019 Interview. 
25 Mathias Bell, Xcel Energy. 4/12/2019 Interview. 
26 Robert Walton, UtilityDive, 2018. “Xcel Energy Minnesota approved to test residential time-of-use rates in 2020.” 

<utilitydive.com/news/xcel-energy...to-test...time-of-use-rates.../524803> 

27 Otter Tail Power Company, 2019. “RE: In the Matter Regarding the MPUC Inquiry Into Electric Vehicle Charging and 

Infrastructure, Docket No. E999/CI-17-879.” 

<edockets.state.mn.us/EFiling/edockets/searchDocuments.do?method=showPoup&documentId={507ECA69-0000-C611-811F-

02884E4BD495}&documentTitle=20193-151510-01> 
28 Pam Schmitt, Minnesota Power. 3/25/2019 Interview. 
29 Matt Prorok, Great Plains Institute. 3/1/2019 Interview. 
30 Pam Schmitt, Minnesota Power. 3/25/2019 Interview. 
31 Brendan Jordan, Great Plains Institute. 4/4/2019 Interview. 
32 U.S. Department of Energy, 2019. “Alternative Fuels Data Center.” <afdc.energy.gov> 

https://www.utilitydive.com/news/xcel-energy-minnesota-approved-to-test-residential-time-of-use-rates-in-202/524803/
https://www.edockets.state.mn.us/EFiling/edockets/searchDocuments.do?method=showPoup&documentId=%7B507ECA69-0000-C611-811F-02884E4BD495%7D&documentTitle=20193-151510-01
https://www.edockets.state.mn.us/EFiling/edockets/searchDocuments.do?method=showPoup&documentId=%7B507ECA69-0000-C611-811F-02884E4BD495%7D&documentTitle=20193-151510-01
http://afdc.energy.gov/
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● Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) Improvement Program - primary funding 

source for New York State and Chicago voucher incentive programs. Eligible projects must meet 

the following criteria:  

○ Transportation project 

○ Lead to an emissions reduction from motor vehicles 

○ Be located in or benefit a nonattainment or maintenance area, as defined by the Clean Air 

Act33 

 

Research has also been carried out through federal laboratories. The National Renewable Energy 

Laboratory (NREL), for example, has developed research initiatives on the topic, including a pilot-

program carried out with a Frito-Lay distribution center in Washington state in 2016.34 

 

State and Municipal 

The largest programs that exist at the state and municipal level are in California, New York State, 

and Chicago. Each program is administered by CALSTART, a California-based organization that 

“manages programs, informs policy and breaks down barriers to clean transportation from coast to coast 

and around the globe.”35 The program design, as a result, is mostly uniform across the board. Program 

purposes, scope, and other characteristics are explored further in Figure 10 and Table 2. 

 

 
Figure 10. CALSTART Voucher Program - Stakeholder Roles and Interactions 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
33 New York Metropolitan Transportation Council, 2019. “Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) Improvement 

Program.” <nymtc.org/Regional-Planning-Activities/Funding-Programs/CMAQ> 
34 National Renewable Energy Laboratory, 2016. “Field Evaluation of Medium-Duty Plug-in Electric Delivery Trucks.” 

<nrel.gov/docs/fy17osti/66382.pdf> 
35 Calstart, 2019 “National Influence.” <calstart.org/national-influence> 

http://nymtc.org/Regional-Planning-Activities/Funding-Programs/CMAQ
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy17osti/66382.pdf
https://calstart.org/national-influence/
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 California36 New York (State)37 Chicago38 

Program Name 

Hybrid and Zero-
Emission Truck and Bus 

Voucher Incentive 
Project 
(HVIP) 

New York Voucher 
Incentive Program 

(NYT-VIP) 
Drive Clean Chicago 

Program 
Purpose 

A program to help speed 
the early market 

introduction of clean, 
low-carbon hybrid and 
zero-emission trucks 

and buses. 

A program to speed up 
the market acceptance 

of advanced vehicle 
technologies in the 

commercial truck and 
bus sectors in New York 

State. 

An incentive program aimed 
at creating a roadmap for a 

greater alternative fuel 
transportation network for 

Chicago. 

Year 
Established 

2009 2013  2013 

Funding 
Amount 

$180 million 
(FY 2018-2019) 

$19 million 
($9 million - EV Specific) 

$12 million 

Primary 
Funding 
Source 

CA AB32 
Cap-and-Trade Auction 

Revenues 

Congestion Mitigation 
and Air Quality 

Improvement Program 

Congestion Mitigation and Air 
Quality Improvement 

Program 

Average 
Vehicle 

Incentive 
$92,608.70 $72,174 $77,667 

Median Vehicle 
Incentive 

$80,000 $60,000 $90,000 

Average 
Vehicle 

Incremental 
Cost 

- $108,428 - 

Median Vehicle 
Incremental 

Cost 
- $89,000 - 

                                                 
36 California Hybrid and Zero-Emission Truck and Bus Voucher Incentive Project, 2019. <californiahvip.org> 
37 New York State Truck Voucher Incentive Program, 2019. <truck-vip.ny.gov> 
38 Drive Clean Chicago, 2017. <drivecleanchicago.com> 

http://californiahvip.org/
http://truck-vip.ny.gov/
http://drivecleanchicago.com/
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Approximate # 
of MDEVs 
Available 

23 29 17 

Geographic 
Restrictions 

Vehicle must be 
registered in California 
for a minimum of three 

years. 

Vehicle must operate in-
state and be domiciled 

at least 70 percent of the 
time in counties that do 

not meet National 
Ambient Air Quality 

Standards. 

Vehicles must operate within 
six-county region at least 75 

percent of the time. 

Low-Income 

Additional funding 
available for vehicles 
operating primarily in 
areas pre-defined as 

disadvantaged 
communities. 

- - 

Table 2. City and State Electric Vehicle Voucher Programs 
 

Alternative State Policies 

Another approach to funding the incremental cost of medium-duty vehicles was implemented in 

Georgia. Georgia utilized an income tax credit as the funding mechanism and provided lower levels of 

both individual and overall funding for vehicles compared to the California, New York, and Chicago 

programs. However, the tax credit was short-lived, only lasting from 2015-2017. Georgia’s consumer tax 

credit for electric vehicles ended in 2015,  with one lawmaker citing the credits as being too generous and 

not allowing EV purchases to be driven by the market.39 No reporting was identified during the course of 

research regarding why the commercial tax credit was allowed to expire without renewal. However, since 

the credit expired, an annual license fee of $320.54 has been assessed for commercial EVs.40 

 

Distribution Method Income tax credit 

Maximum Credit (Per Vehicle) $12,000 

Maximum Credit (Per Taxpayer) $250,000 

Maximum Funding (Per Fiscal Year) $2.5 million 

                                                 
39 Chris Joyner, Atlanta Journal Constitution, 2017. “Here’s why electric car sales are plummeting in Georgia.” 

<ajc.com/news/state--regional-govt--politics/here-why-electric-car-sales-are-plummeting-

georgia/lNGjfnDMALGkv2iUzwwXIO> 
40 U.S. Department of Energy, 2019. “Plug-In Electric Vehicle (PEV) Annual Fee.” <afdc.energy.gov/laws/11602> 

https://www.ajc.com/news/state--regional-govt--politics/here-why-electric-car-sales-are-plummeting-georgia/lNGjfnDMALGkv2iUzwwXIO/
https://www.ajc.com/news/state--regional-govt--politics/here-why-electric-car-sales-are-plummeting-georgia/lNGjfnDMALGkv2iUzwwXIO/
http://afdc.energy.gov/laws/11602
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Eligible Gross Vehicle Weight Rating 

(GVWR) (lbs) 
8,500 – 26,001 

Minimum Alternative Fuel Usage 90% 

Eligible Technologies 

● Electricity 

● Propane 

● Natural gas 

● Hydrogen fuel 

Geographic Restrictions 

● Be registered in Georgia for at least 

five years  

● Be certified by the Georgia Board of 

Natural Resources 

● Accumulate at least 75% of their 

annual mileage in Georgia 

Table 3. Georgia – Commercial Alternative Fuel Vehicle (AFV) Tax Credit41 

Effective: July 1, 2015 – June 30, 2017 

 

Recommendations 

 

As a centralized government agency, the MPCA has an important role to play in the 

electrification of medium-duty EVs. Their continued involvement will provide fleets with both the 

motivation and resources to seriously consider integrating EVs. Therefore, the MPCA must continue to 

play an active role in working with organizations, municipalities, and private businesses to share 

information and provide incentives to encourage a shift towards electrification. 

 

 Multiple organizations already exist to support and provide information to fleets interested in 

pursuing electrification, and this provides an easy opportunity for the MPCA to reach a broad audience. 

 

Our recommendations fall in line with MPCA’s stated roles for EV use and charging infrastructure to: 

Connect Stakeholders, Identify Resources, and Encourage a Statewide Approach. 

 

Connect Stakeholders 

● Facilitate information sharing between government and external organizations 

 

The MPCA could organize and host a working group that meets multiple times a year, with an 

open invitation to cities, government organizations, and electrification groups like Drive Electric MN. 

These meetings could provide updates on how the market for MDEVs and their associated charging 

infrastructure is growing and changing. Because EVs are such an emerging technology, these updates 

                                                 
41 U.S. Department of Energy, 2017. “Commercial Alternative Fuel Vehicle (AFV) Tax Credit.” <afdc.energy.gov/laws/11420> 

http://afdc.energy.gov/laws/11420
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would be helpful for fleets interested in investing. Smaller municipalities who may not have the resources 

for a dedicated EV specialist would benefit from the sharing of information, and these meetings may be 

the catalyst they need to invest in electrifying some or all of their fleets. Larger municipalities and 

government organizations would benefit as well. These meetings could help motivate them to take action. 

Bringing together different cities could do more than just provide an avenue to share resources. Seeing 

cities with similar demographics moving towards electrification may inspire them to take similar action. 

 

 These meetings could also provide an opportunity for the MPCA to recommend best practices, 

provide information about available state and federal grants, and solicit feedback and recommendations 

on policies. 

 

● Improve website layout and content to make applying easier 

 

In addition to regular meetings, the MPCA could produce a website to serve as a one-stop 

resource for grants and other incentives for organizations looking for aid in converting their fleets. Other 

states who document their available grants and types of eligible vehicles, such as New York and 

California, could serve as templates for Minnesota. Utilities like PG&E in California also serve as a 

helpful model for setting up an easily accessible and navigable EV homepage.42 Aside from simply 

another resource for interested organizations to use, a well-designed website could in and of itself 

encourage and inspire organizations to explore EV options for themselves. Once they get a rough idea of 

the costs and benefits, they can better budget for future electrification, even if it is not an option at the 

time. 

 

 
Figure 11. Proposed Topics to Include on EV Webpage 

 

 This is not to say that a well-designed web page can or should replace the person-to-person 

interactions between the MPCA and fleet owners. These resources should be talked about in any 

conversation with somebody deciding whether to add an EV or EVs to their fleet. The web page simply 

makes it easier to have one place to send them to get the relevant decision-making tools they need.  

 

                                                 
42 PG&E. EV Fleet Program. <https://www.pge.com/en_US/large-business/solar-and-vehicles/clean-vehicles/ev-fleet-

program/ev-fleet-program.page> 
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Identify Resources 

Some resources we identified as being important for inclusion are:  

 

● A list of available vehicles  

○ Lists of available vehicles already exist via California,43 New York,44 and Chicago’s45 

voucher incentive programs. While not comprehensive, they represent a vast majority of 

available MDEVs.  

● Total cost of ownership calculators 

○ The North American Council for Freight Efficiency maintains a total cost of ownership 

(TCO) calculator on their website.46 This allows fleets to compare their vehicle 

purchasing options across a number of characteristics. Atlas Public Policy will be 

releasing a similar calculator for both medium and heavy-duty vehicles towards the end 

of 2019.47  

● A detailed EV adoption checklist for fleet owners. We recommend this list be made available on 

the MPCA’s website and also referenced in promotional and informational conversations the 

PCA has in person. The questions on this checklist are also valuable for MPCA internally as they 

think through strategic grantmaking to ensure grantees are prepared for fleet adoption. 

○ See Appendix 4 for the full checklist. 

 

Encourage Strategic Statewide Approach 

● Alter award amounts to maximize the number of awards 

○ The MPCA should be intentional in how they structure their funding methods such to 

ensure that recipients have a plan for future growth. The price of electric vehicles, 

particularly the newer market of medium-duty, has the potential to rapidly change. Thus, 

grant amounts should be constantly updated to reflect an attractive but realistic 

percentage of the cost differential between EVs and ICEs. New York, for example, has 

set their price at approximately 77 percent of the total incremental cost. The types of 

vehicles eligible for grants should also be updated periodically, phasing out vehicles that 

reach a reasonable cost or become an obsolete technology. The MPCA may also consider 

assessing how successful grants for funding expensive infrastructure, such as charging 

stations, has been for businesses and continuing to focus on those areas as well. This 

process will be most successful if there is robust stakeholder engagement to determine 

the needs of the various groups vying for grants, along with the industries supporting the 

vehicles and infrastructure being funded.  

○ As the MPCA continues to award grants--and to the extent it is able within grantmaking 

parameters--award amounts should be adjusted so that the number of applications closely 

equals the available funding amounts to ensure the MPCA is not awarding more money 

than necessary for EV adoption. The number and percentage of the available funding 

                                                 
43 California HVIP. Clean Vehicle List. <https://www.californiahvip.org/eligible-technologies/#your-clean-vehicles> 
44 NY Truck VIP - All-Electric Vehicle Eligibility List. <https://truck-vip.ny.gov/NYSEV-VIF-vehicle-list.php> 
45 Drive Clean Truck - Eligible Vehicles. <http://www.drivecleanchicago.com/CleanTruck/EligibleVehicles.aspx> 
46 North American Council for Freight Efficiency. Medium-Duty Electric Trucks: Total Cost of Ownership. 

<https://nacfe.org/future-technology/medium-duty-electric-trucks-cost-of-ownership/> 
47 Nick Nigro, Atlas Public Policy. 3/26/2019 Interview. 

https://nacfe.org/future-technology/medium-duty-electric-trucks-cost-of-ownership/
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being awarded to EVs should be tracked when funding is available for “clean” vehicle 

targets that also allow for new diesel, propane, hybrid, etc. in order to determine if 

funding amounts are sufficient to make up for the significant upfront cost. Anecdotal 

evidence from interviews with Lease Plan, Schmitty & Sons, and utilities suggests private 

companies in Minnesota would like to see grants meet 100 percent of the additional 

incremental cost above an ICE alternative until there is more regional-specific 

performance data available. Our research has not identified a perfect number for the 

smallest grant MPCA can give while still promoting the adoption of fully electric 

vehicles, but we believe it is important to analyze existing grants in different vehicle 

classes (we would expect more adoption of light-duty EVs compared to medium-duty 

EVs currently because of additional options and lower incremental cost, for instance) 

with the goal of maximizing the number of awards. 

 

● Add additional grant questions to promote accelerated EV adoption 

○ The MPCA should be sure to review their grant applications and be sure that the methods 

for selection are intentional and reflect the type of businesses that will create the greatest 

benefit. For example, if smaller fleets with a greater need for grant aid are to be targeted, 

with points awarded to the percent of fleet that consists of electric vehicles rather than 

number of vehicles. More information about miles driven or routes to be taken may also 

be considered. Fleets that are more aware of their vehicles and have data on usage are 

better poised to successfully transition to electric vehicles. The grant application may be 

an opportunity for the MPCA to gather more information about the types of organizations 

interested in electrification of their fleets, so if there are areas the MPCA would like more 

information on, the application could be a resource for that.  

○ We have listed topics we think will add value to the award making process below. Our 

intent is to paint a clearer picture of the applicants’ thought process behind fleet 

electrification, readiness for the changes, and motivation to continue building an electric 

fleet. These additional questions are based off of the numerous interviews conducted with 

private business and other states administering programs. The topics are by no means 

comprehensive, but merely suggestions for directions the MPCA could go in expanding 

their grant application. Appendix 5 provides some specific questions that could be used 

for grant applications, and additional questions could be derived from the Fleet Adoption 

Checklist in Appendix 4. 

▪ Type of vehicle being charged 

▪ Are new EVs being purchased? How many? Are they replacing ICE vehicles? 

Can retirement be verified? 

▪ What is the plan for adding more EVs into the fleet? 

▪ List fleet and route characteristics (A-B-A; A-B-...A); vehicle mileage (daily, 

annually), which conveys the applicant's understanding of their fleet  

▪ Require participation in fleet EV working group (not a question; addressed in 

more detail in the recommendation below) 

 

● Develop a standardized approach for collecting feedback 

○ To help build our recommended fleet-specific EV stakeholder group, we recommend 

MPCA use its grantmaking power to require participation for any grantee purchasing 
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fleet-related EVs or charging infrastructure. Required participation could mean physically 

attending meetings or responding to MPCA interviews and surveys. We believe that in-

depth customer interviews to understand pain-points and learnings is one of the best ways 

MPCA can help improve grantmaking outcomes beyond the requirement of data sharing 

alone. Having grantees participate in workshops and forums that help educate interested 

parties as they consider electrifying or expanding fleets would also add value to adoption 

efforts. 
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Appendices 

 

 

Appendix 1. Interview List 

 

First Last Organization Sector Email 

Nick Nigro Atlas Public Policy For-profit nick.nigro@atlaspolicy.com 

Tarah Campi California HVIP 
State 

Government 
tcampi@calstart.org 

Alison Smyth 
Center for Transportation 

Efficiency 
Non-profit alison@cte.tv 

Mike Salisbury City of Denver 
Local 

Government 
Mike.Salisbury@denvergov.org 

Tracy Hodel City of St. Cloud 
Local 

Government 
Tracy.Hodel@ci.stcloud.mn.us 

Andrew Twite Fresh Energy Non-profit twite@fresh-energy.org 

Katelyn Bocklund Great Plains Institute Non-profit kbocklund@gpisd.net 

Matt Prorok Great Plains Institute Non-profit mprorok@gpisd.net 

Brendan Jordan Great Plains Institute Non-profit bjordan@gpisd.net 

David Ranallo Great River Energy Utility dranallo@grenergy.com 

Becky Langmandel LeasePlan For-profit rebecca.langmandel@leaseplan.com 

Pam Schmitt Minnesota Power Utility pschmitt@mnpower.com 

Marcus Grubbs 
MN Office of Enterprise 

Sustainability 

State 

Government 
marcus.grubbs@state.mn.us 

Lindy Norris New Flyer For-profit lindy_norris@newflyer.com 

Mike Roeth 
North American Council on 

Freight Efficiency 
Non-profit mike.roeth@nacfe.org 

Linda Kingery 

NW Regional Regional 

Sustainable Development 

Partnership 

Non-profit kinge002@umn.edu 

Chuck Ray Rocky Mountain Institute Non-profit cray@rmi.org 

Mike Forbord Schmitty and Sons For-profit mforbord@schmittyandsons.com 

Charles Noble 
University of Minnesota - 

Economics Graduate Student 
University noble144@umn.edu 

Clint Schoek 
University of Minnesota - Fleet 

Services 
University cschoeck@umn.edu 

Jeff Standish 
University of Minnesota - 

Institute on the Environment 
University standish@umn.edu 

Frank Douma 
University of Minnesota - State 

and Local Policy Program 
University douma002@umn.edu 
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Shane Stennes 
University of Minnesota - 

Sustainability 
University stennes@umn.edu 

Mathias Bell Xcel Energy Utility Mathias.C.Bell@xcelenergy.com 

Jeremy Thompson Xcel Energy Utility jeremy.j.thompson@xcelenergy.com 

 

Appendix 2 - Commercial Fleet Examples 

 

This list highlights the types of businesses who are prime candidates for adoption of EV fleets. They 

typically drive less than 100 miles per day, operate within city limits and return to a depot each day, and 

have enough down time for charging. Knowing which businesses are inherently poised for EV adoption 

may be beneficial if MPCA or other advocacy organizations attempt to do outreach promoting grant 

opportunities for fleets. 

 

Airlines Electrical Contractors Locksmiths Rug Services 

Audio/Video Production Exterminators Municipalities Salvage 

Baking & Snack 

Delivery Florists Newspaper Delivery Sewer Cleaning 

Blood Banks 

Gutter Repair & 

Replacement Nurseries & Landscaping Small Appliance Repair 

Carpenters HVAC Parcel & Home Delivery Small Tools Sales 

Carpet Installation Ice Cream Parts Trucks 

Soft Water & Water 

Conditioning 

Catering Laundry Services Pet Care Swimming Pool Supply 

Construction Libraries & Bookmobiles Plumbing TV News 

Dry Cleaners Linen & Uniform Police & Fire Departments Utility Companies 

   Vending/Food Service 

NACFE Guidance Report: Medium-Duty Electric Trucks Cost of Ownership, 2018 
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Appendix 3 - Class 3 through 6 CBEV Cost Parity vs Diesel Equivalent - North American Council 

for Freight Efficiency (NACFE)48 

 

This chart projects when NACFE expect medium-duty commercial battery electric vehicles (CBEVs) to 

reach cost parity with equivalent diesel baseline models. While there are a number of characteristics that 

the chart highlights as being unlikely to reach cost parity until 2030 or beyond, there are even more 

characteristics where CBEVs are currently at or better than cost parity.  

 

  
NOW 2020 2025 2030 

BEYON

D 

WEIGHT 

Tare Weight 
    

Parity 
    

Typical Freight Weight Parity 
        

Max Freight Weight 
    

Parity 
    

COST 

Initial Cost 
      

Parity 
  

Net After All Factors 
  

Parity 
      

Operating Cost 
          

Residual Value Used Market 
      

Parity 
  

Residual Value Salvage/Repurposing Parity 
        

MAINTENANCE 

EFFORT 

Service Center 
    

Parity 
    

Remote Diagnostics Parity 
        

Breakdown Recovery Parity 
        

VEHICLE LIFE 

10-Year Service Life Parity 
        

Max Before Life Obsolete Parity 
        

RANGE Typical Daily Range Parity 
        

                                                 
48North American Council for Freight Efficiency, 2018. “Medium-Duty Electric Trucks: Cost of Ownership.” <nacfe.org/future-

technology/medium-duty-electric-trucks-cost-of-ownership/#edd-free-download-modal> 

https://nacfe.org/future-technology/medium-duty-electric-trucks-cost-of-ownership/#edd-free-download-modal
https://nacfe.org/future-technology/medium-duty-electric-trucks-cost-of-ownership/#edd-free-download-modal
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Max Daily Range 
      

Parity 
  

ELECTRICITY 

AVAILABILITY 

Yard "Fueling" Parity 
        

Truck Stop "Fueling" 
        

Parity 

"Fuel" Pump Parity 
        

"Refill" Time 
          

GENERAL 

Overall Technology Maturity 
        

Parity 

Safety Parity 
        

Environment 
          

  

Key: Chart displays “Comparison to 

Equivalent Diesel Baseline.”  Worse Parity Better     
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Appendix 4 - Medium-Duty EV Fleet Adoption Readiness Checklist 

 

Adopting electric vehicles is a difficult decision, especially as the market is still nascent and there are 

very few use cases that have taken place in Minnesota-like climates to reference for guidance. This 

“checklist” is designed to help fleet owners think through the numerous aspects of switching to electric 

vehicles. We anticipate a version of this could go into a ‘resources’ section on MPCA’s website and be 

used as a handout for businesses thinking about making the switch. 

 

Interest 

● Align internal stakeholders.  

○ Switching to EVs has the potential to alter how business is conducted. Involving key 

decision makers (CEO, CFO, COO) is critical to think through these impacts for each 

business 

● Research available funding 

○ MPCA grants 

○ Federal and state incentives 

○ Utility rebates 

● Total cost of ownership (TCO) calculator 

○ Many TCO calculators exist on the market. NACFE developed one specifically for fleets 

that is comprehensive 

○ Completing the TCO exercise is a good checklist in itself to ensure you’ve thought 

through the various potential costs and benefits of switching to EVs 

○ Understanding the financial component provides an initial go/no-go decision. It is still 

useful even if the decision is no-go because it gives a sense for how much EV costs need 

to come down before reconsideration. The cost curves are rapidly changing so a no-go 

decision should be thought of as temporary 

 

Plan 

● Routes 

○ Define routes -- single shift A-B-A or A-B-C-...-A within ~100 miles are best. Single 

shift allows for down-time to charge and 100 miles fits within current battery ranges 

○ Diesel trucks with <18.5mpg and stop and go traffic allowing for regenerative braking are 

the best candidates for replacement 

● Operations 

○ Decide which vehicles are going to be replaced first. How do EVs fit into the vehicle 

replacement schedule? 

○ Determine charging needs (kWh needed and times) and current rate structure. Will 

additional charging impact your monthly demand charge? 

○ Will EVs change the business model? Charging infrastructure and batteries may be large 

enough to aggregate energy and sell back to the grid at some point in the near future. 

What battery capacity will be on-site and available? 

○ Will insurance or other related costs change? 

○ Staffing: Is existing maintenance staff prepared and excited to work on EVs (cleaner and 

less work overall)? 
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● Learning curve expenses 

○ As with many new trials, expect unexpected costs implementing something new 

○ Is additional training for maintenance or other staff necessary? 

● Vehicle selection 

○ Know which manufacturers you can choose from. Thinking through how business might 

change is important as EVs can offer different vehicle architectures than their internal 

combustion counterparts. UPS, for example, noticed a reduction in injuries for drives 

because the loading and unloading ergonomics changed. 

○ Consider duty cycle, range, battery capacity, charging port type, and manufacturer 

reputation 

○ Will batteries need to be replaced before the vehicle? Is this an easy process with the 

selected vehicle? 

■ Resale value and second-life use for batteries have many unknowns. Both 

markets are anticipated to be active so neither should be considered a sunk cost 

● Charging infrastructure 

○ Infrastructure requires the physical charger, its associated software/services (data 

collection, dynamic response to price signals, etc.), and maintenance. Think through all 

three components when determining the most appropriate business plan for your needs 

○ Charging infrastructure can be achieved with numerous business models. Outright 

ownership; leasing; or third party (utility or private company) ownership (capital vs. 

operating expense) 

○ Engage your utility early to determine potential hosting capacity to host your desired 

number of electric vehicles 

■ Each site is unique but buildings typically have excess capacity to accommodate 

a handful of EVs before infrastructure investment is needed 

■ Understand how much infrastructure investment is needed now, at what point 

more will be required, its cost, and who is responsible for those upgrades 

(business, 3rd party, utility) 

○ Permits and contracts are necessary. Take the necessary time needed to acquire these into 

consideration 

● Business strategy 

○ Will adopting EVs give your business a competitive advantage? How long do you 

anticipate needing to test EVs before incorporating them more fully into the whole fleet? 

With cost parity expected to be achieved in the mid 2020’s, work backwards to determine 

benefits of learning now and being able to deploy en-masse later. 

 

Track 

● Total cost of ownership 

○ Do actual costs match with expectations? 

○ What assumptions need to be changed? What can be done to lower the costs next time 

around? 

● Reporting requirements 

○ Know the requirements for any grants or utility programs 

● Share learnings with internal and external stakeholders 
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Appendix 5 - Grant Application Question Examples 

 

Information about 

existing/potential EV fleet 

How many / what % of the company’s fleet vehicles are EVs? 

What are the company’s plans for transitioning the fleet to EVs?  

More detailed information about 

fleet usage 

What is the estimated daily mileage for vehicles? How far are 

they driven at a time? 

Encourage/require participation in 

stakeholder meetings 

Would you be willing to present your experiences and challenges 

you faced converting your fleet to EVs?  

 

Appendix 6 - MD EV Options 

 

Source: NACFE “Medium-Duty Electric Trucks Cost of Ownership” Study  

 

This appendix is meant to provide a market scan of available medium-duty EVs. It has been directly 

copied from the referenced NACFE report and was compiled in the fall of 2018. The purpose is to show 

interested fleet owners that there are quite a few options available for them to consider purchasing. It also 

shows that most manufacturers making MDEVs are startup companies. None of these vehicles are 

available in mass-market quantities at dealerships. Interested parties should contact the vehicle 

manufacturer directly with inquiries. In order for this list to remain relevant, we recommend MPCA 

attempt to update it every six months or annually at a minimum. If this is too administratively 

burdensome, we recommend MPCA crib available vehicle lists from California’s HVIP or New York’s 

Truck Voucher Incentive Program.  

 

1. Arrival  

The Arrival, according to a 2017 Electrek article, has an “optimized the maximum range-to-

weight ratio for inner city deliveries with battery packs enabling up to 100 miles of range on 3.5, 

6 and 7.5 tonne trucks.” A 2018 New York Post article states, “The electric vehicles boast a range 

of more than 150 miles and will include an Advanced Driver Assistance System.” The Arrival 

website does not yet have details. The product and technology may be relevant to the North 

American market.  

  

Arrival Delivery Truck (Arrival)  

2. BYD  
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BYD is an established electric truck manufacturer dating from 1995. Their website lists Class 5 

and Class 6 truck offerings with detailed specifications. The Class 6 model has a battery 

capacity of 221 kWh with a fully loaded range of 124 miles. Charge times vary between 1.5 

hours fast charging and 4.5 hours. The Class 5 product has a battery capacity of 145 kWh, a half 

loaded range of 155 miles, and a charging time of 5 hours. The company is a significant 

manufacturer of batteries and offers static storage systems.  

  

BYD Class 5 and Class 6 (BYD) 

3. Chanje  

Chanje offers “an electric medium-duty panel van designed and built from the ground up to meet 

the specific needs of the last mile industry.” The company offers the V8100 medium-duty panel 

van with a 150 mile range with 2,000 lbs. payload (per testing on the Heavy-Duty Urban 

Dynamometer Driving Schedule). The V8100 product brochure also states a maximum freight 

payload of 6,000 lbs. and GVWR of 16,535 lbs. Chanje offers turnkey vehicle systems including 

arrangements with Ryder Service for maintenance support. The turnkey solution also includes 

providing fully integrated electric vehicle infrastructure. A June 2018 Transport Topics article 

states the vehicle can haul 6,000 lbs. and “has a 100-mile range on a single charge.” These 

numbers originate from a Chanje press release.  

  

Chanje V8100 (Chanje) 

4. Chevrolet  

Chevrolet does not produce its own electric medium-duty products. However, Lightning systems 

and Zeem Solutions teamed up in August 2018 to produce the first Class 6 Chevrolet electric 

medium-duty truck.  

5. CityFreighter  

An example of a start-up in the early stages for commercial battery electric vehicle space is  

CityFreighter, which is pursuing funding to develop the CF1 light duty delivery van (Class-1-3). The 

company stresses the modular approach indicative of the nature of electric vehicles.  
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CityFreighter concept vehicle (CityFreighter)  

6. Daimler  

Daimler announced in June 2018 the eM2 106, stating, “The eM2 has up to 480 peak 

horsepower. The batteries provide 325 Kwh of usable capacity, a range of up to 230 miles, and 

have the ability to charge up to 80% (providing a range of 184 miles) in about 60 minutes.” The 

objective duty cycle is to “meet customer needs for electrified commercial vehicles serving 

dedicated, predictable routes where the vast majority of daily runs fall between 45 and 150 

miles.” Heavy Duty Trucking editor Deborah Lockridge quoted that, “Daimler emphasized that 

this rollout is part of a global effort, and in fact the goal is to develop a single proprietary 

electric system that will be used on its products around the world. EMG (electric mobility 

group) will define the strategy for everything from electrical components to completely electric 

vehicles for all brands and all business divisions, while also working to create a single global 

electric architecture.”  

DTNA also announced “that Penske Truck Leasing and NFI have agreed to partner in operating the 

Freightliner Electric Innovation Fleet of eCascadia™ heavy-duty trucks and eM2 106 medium-duty 

trucks [226].” DTNA said production start would be in 2021.   

“DTNA plans to offer customers consulting services to assist with site selection based on truck 

applications, available government incentives, infrastructure deployment and route 

identification as part of a preliminary review prior to commercial electric vehicle business 

proposals.”  
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DTNA eM2 106 (DTNA) 

7. DHL  

The Deutsche Post DHL Group working with Ford has gone into production with a light-duty 

battery electric delivery van named the StreetScooter Work XL. DHL “designed and built by a 

delivery firm because it couldn’t find a vehicle on the market to suit its needs and has doubled 

its production capacity thanks to external demand [303].” The product is initially intended for 

the German market. It is based on the Ford Transit chassis. Mark Kane in an Inside EVs article 

in 2018 stated “The new 78,000 m2 facility in Düren, Germany will be able to produce up to 

10,000 StreetScooters annually, so together with the main factory in Aachen, production 

capacity will be 20,000.” While the vehicle is a lightduty vehicle and only available in 

Germany, NACFE has included it here to show the ability of innovators to quickly go into 

production with battery electric vehicles.   

  

  

StreetScooter Work XL (DHL) 

  

8. E-FORCE  
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E-Force (or alternatively EFORCE or E-Force One AG) is a German company with product 

technology relevant to the North American market. The E-Force One specification sheet states a 

city drive cycle range of up to 186 miles (300 km) or up to 111 miles (180 km) on highway. 

Battery packs come in four capacities, “Mini 120 kWh, Midi 190 kWh, Maxi 260 kWh, Maxi S 

310 kWh.” Recharge times are 6 hours with AC @ 44 kW for the Midi battery, and less than 2 

hours at 150 kW with the Midi battery. The vehicle weighs in at approximately 19,000 lbs. 

(8600 kg) and is based on the Iveco Stralis chassis.  

  

E-Force 18-44t eLkw (EForce)  

9. Einride   

Einride (alternatively E/NRIDE), is a Swedish start-up with a fully autonomous T/Pod driverless 

cargo carrier that has relevance to North American technology development. The company’s 

website states a range of 125 miles (200 km) with a 200 kWh battery pack and GVW of up to 26 

tons fully loaded. The vehicle was shown in North America at the Detroit Auto Show in 2018.  
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E/NRIDE T/Pod Fully Autonomous CBEV (Einride) 

10. Ford  

Ford’s Qualified Vehicle Modifier (QVM) program includes electric vehicles (eQVM). In 2017 

a Ford press releases discussed using three developers, XL Hybrids, Motiv Power Systems and 

Lightning Hybrids (now LightningElectric). The eQVM developers take production Ford chassis 

systems and modify them for electric or hybrid drives. Ford does not yet produce its own electric 

vehicles, but benefits from these technology partnerships and fielded vehicle experience.   

11. Isuzu  

Isuzu began announcing an electrified Class 4 cab based on the NPR-HD in 2017 and showed a 

prototype at the 2018 Work Truck Show [240]. The company teamed with Nordresa in Quebec, 

Canada to modify the N-Series truck for electrification [240]. Two other prototypes based on an 

NQR and an FWR were shown in Australia. Those two had energy storage ranging from 100 kWh 

to 135 kWh.  

  

Isuzu Prototype Electric NPR-HD (Isuzu) 

  

12. Lightning Systems  
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Lightning Systems produces alternative drive train vehicles including buses, vans and trucks. 

The business model adapts a production chassis available from Ford, Chevrolet or potentially 

others. End products are finalized with a body builder such as Morgan.   

Lightning Systems - Ford Based  

Lightning offers the Class 6 LEV100 low cab forward product specifications with a stated 110 

mile range, with 160 kWh battery capacity and a charging time of 20 hours (level 2) or 3-4 

hours (DC fast charging). The Lightning E-450 has a GVWR of 14,500 lbs., an electric range of 

100 miles with 128 kWh battery capacity and charges in 15.5 hours (Level 2) or 2 hours (DC 

fast charging). The Ford Transit LEV chassis has a GVWR of 10,360 lbs., and three battery 

pack configurations giving ranges of 50 miles (32 kWh), 100 miles (64 kWh), and 150 miles 

(96 kWh). Charge time for the 32 kWh pack is 4.5 hours (level 2) or 33 minutes (DC fast 

charge). The 64 kWh pack charge time is 9 hours (level 2) or 1 hours (DC fast charge). The 96 

kWh pack charges in 13 hours (level 2) or 2 hours (DC fast charge). The Ford Transit HD 

Cargo Van has a GVWR of 10,360 lbs. and three battery pack ranges 50 miles (67 kWh), 100 

miles (64 kWh) and 150 miles (96 kWh) with similar charge times to the Transit LEV Chassis.   

  

LightningElectric Electric Trucks (LE) 

  

LightningElectric Transit 350 Cutaway View (LE) 
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Various media outlets reported in April 2018 that, “the Ford Transit 350HD equipped with the 

zeroemissions LightningElectric drivetrain achieved 61 MPGe on EPA City routes and 66 MPGe 

on EPA Highway routes, compared to 13 and 15 MPG respectively for the identically configured 

gasoline Ford Transit 350HD, according to the company.” Details of the duty cycle and operating 

period were not included in discussing this over 4:1 performance ratio. A Green Fleet article 

stated that, “In the United States, the electric-vehicle conversion is $69,000 for vehicles with an 

electric range of 50 miles and $89,000 for vehicles with a range of 100 miles.”  

Lightning Systems - Chevrolet Based  

Lightning systems teamed with Zeem to produce the first Chevrolet based Class 6 electric truck 

announced in August of 2018. “The new Lightning powertrain, which provides 295 horsepower 

and up to 110 miles of range per charge, will be fitted into the Chevrolet 6500XD Low Cab 

Forward chassis.”  

  

Chevrolet Class 6 Electric Truck (Lightning Systems) 

13. Lion Electric Co.  

Lion Electric has been a bus maker in Quebec, Canada, but announced in 2018 they were 

expanding into manufacturing a full line of electric trucks [243]. There initial entry is a Class 8 

product named Lion8 but they have shown medium-duty concepts as well [244]. The specifications 

include up to 480 kWh battery capacity, but does not specify ranges. Charging is an on-board 19.2 

kW J1772 charger and there is capability for DC fast charging with the SAE Combo plug.   

  

Lion Electric Class 8 Truck and Possible Medium-duty Trucks (Lion) 

17.1.14 MAN  
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MAN introduced, at the 2018 Hanover International Automobile Exhibition (IAA), the eTGE 

electric panel van based on their TGE Panel Van platform which MAN’s website states has a 

total weight up to 5.5 tonnes (12,125lb). The eTGE is reportedly going into series production 

produced in Poland with deliveries possibly in 2018. The eTGE has a 36 kWh battery capacity 

that weighs approximately 340 kg, and provides a range up to 173 kM using the New European 

Driving Cycle (NEDC). MAN also has the CitE, a 15 tonne (33,000 lb) electric concept.  Nora 

Manthy reported in Electrive.com that “the CitE, …which was developed in just 18 months, was 

designed for inner cities and has a range of 100 km. The low entry height and especially wide 

doors allow for easy access in crowded conditions [313].” A third electric truck discussed was 

the eTGM, a 26 tonne (57.300 lb) vehicle. While the CitE and the eTGM have  

GVWR’s greater than U.S. Class 3-6, the eTGE panel van would be a Class 3. These products 

are not for North American use, but the rapid development and testing of these vehicles for the 

European may have relevance to North American product development.    

  

eTGE, eTGM and CitE Trucks (MAN) 

15. Mitsubishi Fuso   

Mitsubishi Fuso announced in 2017 that they would have the electric eCanter in use in the U.S. 

in mid2018. These 500 initial trucks are being used world-wide with fleets on a temporary basis 

to collect field experience. The trucks are on a two-year lease and will be returned to Mitsubishi 

Fuso engineering for analysis. Fuso’s website states, “Large scale production is intended to start 

in 2019.” Service personnel, spares and service equipment have been located in the urban areas 

where these test fleets are being operated. These initial eCanter vehicles have a GVWR of 

15,995 lbs. and are estimated to have a range of 62 miles (100 km) using six lithium-ion liquid-

cooled battery packs each at 13.8 kWh for a total of 82.8 kWh. NACFE did a specification 

comparison in its Guidance Report: Electric Trucks – Where They Make Sense in May 2018 

comparing the eCanter to its comparable FE180 Diesel from the same manufacturer and it is 

provided again here.  

Factor      FE180 Diesel  eCanter Battery 

Electric  

Weight Rating GVWR  17,995 lb  15,995 lb  

Curb Weight  5,505 lb (est.)  6,615 lb (est.)  

Body/Payload Est. Max.  12,490 lb  9,380 lb  

Wheelbase  Several including 151.6”   151.6”  

Overall Length (cab/chassis)  Several including 246.3”  245.5”  
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Useable Cab to Rear Axle  Several including 122.6”  122.6”  

Axle Capacity (Front/Rear)  6,835 lb, 13,230 lb  6,390 lb / 12,700 lb  

Diesel and Battery Electric Comparison (from Mitsubishi Fuso data) 

  

Mitsubishi Fuso eCanter (MFTBC) 

 

16. Motiv  

Motiv produces battery electric drive train chassis based on Ford production chassis systems under 

the product name Electric Powered Intelligent Chassis (EPIC). They partner with body builders to 

produce a variety of trucks. Motiv maintains ownership of any emissions credits. The business model 

has Motiv delivery kits to upfitters to modify the Ford chassis, then the vehicle goes on to a body 

builder to complete the vehicle as shown in the figure below. Motiv chassis are used in box trucks, 

walk-in vans, work trucks, buses and specialty vehicles.  

  

Motiv Business Model (Motiv) 

Motiv offers three variations, EPIC 4, EPIC 5 and EPIC 6. The EPIC 4 is based on the Ford E-

450 chassis with a GVWR of 14,500 lbs. It has three battery pack options 85 kWh, 106 kWh and 

127 kWh giving it an estimated range of up to 90 miles and 100% recharge time of 8 hours. 

Recharge time for 75% charge is 4 hours, and 50% charge is 2 hours [239]. The Epic 5 is based 

on the Ford F-59 chassis with a GVWR of 22,000 lbs. The EPIC 6 is similarly based but with 
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GVWR of 26,000 lbs. It has two battery pack options of 106 kWh and 127 kWh again with range 

up to 90 miles and the same charge times as with the EPIC4. Charging is stated as 208V, 25 kW.  

  

Motiv EPIC Chassis Offerings (Motiv) 

  

Example of Motiv EPIC Based Vehicles (Motiv) 
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Typical Motiv Class 6 Chassis Details (Motiv) 

17. Renault  

Renault announced a new line of electric trucks in June of 2018 but the offerings do not appear to 

fit the U.S. definition of medium-duty [247]. The Master Z.E. has a GVW of 6,800 lbs. (3.1t) 

using a 33 kWh capacity battery pack with an operating range on NEDC cycle of 124 miles (200 

km). The Renault D Z.E. with a GVWR of 36,000 lbs. (16.7t) uses a 200-300 kWh lithium-ion 

battery with a range up to 186 miles (300 km). The Renault D Wide Z.E. has a GVWR of 59,500 

lbs. (27t) and uses a 200 kWh battery for a range of up to 124 miles (200 km) [248][249]. 

Renault has been experimenting with electric trucks for a decade. Manufacturing is to start in 

2019 in France. The technology and urban operating experience may be relevant to the North 

American market.  
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Renault Electric Trucks (Renault) 

18. Thor  

Thor is a new startup capturing headlines and investment for its Class 8 electric vehicle. In 

August 2018 it announced plans to build a Class 6 electric truck for UPS with a 100 mile range 

powered by a Thor designed battery pack that can be charged in 1 hour. Thor indicates the 

platform can have a 200+ mile range on one charge. The bodies are by Morgan. Vehicles are 

expected to be in testing in Los Angeles in late 2018.  

 

Thor Class 6 Electric Truck (Thor) 

19. Volkswagen (Traton)  

Volkswagen announced in 2017 a $1.7B investment to bring electric trucks and buses to the market. An 

initial offering is the e-Delivery with a 179kWh battery pack providing an estimated range of 124 miles 

(200 km). The vehicle is made in Brazil. The first major customer, Ambev, said that the vehicle likely “is 

sufficient for a vast number of its delivery routes and ordered 1,600 electric trucks to convert one-third of 

its delivery fleet by 2023 [254].” The pilot vehicles will be delivered in late 2018 with production starting 

in 2020 and the full 1,600 vehicles delivered by 2023. AMbev said, “About 35% of the fleet serving the 

brewery will consist of clean energy-powered vehicles [255].” VW did not state the availability of this 

model for North America.  
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Volkswagen e-Delivery (VW) 

Volkswagen also is producing the e-Crafter, reported by Mark Kane in 2016 InsideEVs article, a 

panel van with a planned 43 kWh battery pack and estimated range of 208 km (129 mi), but 

speed limited to 80 km/h (50 mph). A September 2018 article by Domenick Yoney for InsideEVs 

states that about 40 have been put in service in Europe, and updates the specifications with a city 

range of about 107 miles, computer-limited top speed of 56 mph, a 3.5-tonne (7,716 lb) and a 35-

kWh battery pack. Yoney states pricing in England is $81,420 versus the ICE version at $48,019. 

These two Volkswagen products are under the new Traton corporate organization. This product 

is not stated as intended for North America, but experience in actual fleet use may be pertinent to 

North American product development.  

  

e-Crafter (Volkswagen) 

20. Volvo FL  

Volvo introduced a Class 7 FL Electric in April 2018 for testing in Europe. Transport Topics’ 

Seth Clevenger cited Volvo stating the vehicle can be equipped for different ranges with 50 

kWh lithium-ion battery packs each weighing 1,146 lbs. “With the full complement of six 

batteries, the FL Electric will offer a maximum range of up to 186 miles in ideal conditions, 

while the FE will offer a range of up to 125 miles.” Simulation testing suggests the batteries will 

last for the life of the truck. The truck is equipped with a two-speed Volvo transmission and an 

electric driveline as shown in Figure 110. The vehicle can recharge overnight or in 1.5 hours 

with fast charging. Volvo has also announced plans for an FE based electric platform and has 

shown prototypes. These vehicles are not yet planned for the North American market. However, 

the technology and field experience are relevant to the North American market.  
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Volvo Electric FL with Electric Driveline (Seth Clevenger) 

21. Workhorse  

Workhorse dates to 2007 under the name AMP Electric Vehicles. They were contracted under a 

development agreement with Navistar and delivered a prototype in 2012 of a 1,000 cubic foot 

delivery van. Management and priority changes at Navistar at that time put the project on hold. 

AMP began working directly with an end customer and completed a 4,000-mile durability test. 

AMP absorbed the Workhorse brand and custom chassis plant in 2015 with the capability to build 

Class 4 through Class 6 trucks, and changed their name to Workhorse.   

The Workhorse E-100 is an all-electric Class 6 delivery van with a 123 kWh battery pack and GVWRs of  

14,500, 19,500 and 23,500 lbs. The vehicles have ranges up to 100 miles. They are equipped for 

J1772 Level 2 charging with an onboard 22 kW charger, and are capable of DC fast charging. The 

batteries are provided by Panasonic and carry an eight-year warranty. The body comes from 

Morgan Olson. Service is provided through a Ryder’s national network.  

  

Workhorse E-100 (Workhorse) 

Workhorse also has developed the N-GEN 450 and N-GEN 1000 delivery vans. The N-GEN 450 has a  

GVWR of 10,001 lbs. with an estimated electric range of 100 miles. The N-GEN 1000 has a 

GVWR of 14,500 lbs. and also an estimated range of 100 miles. Specifications on the battery 

packs is not apparent on the Workhorse website or in media releases, but InsideEVs’ Mark Kane 
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reported the battery pack is 60 kWh in the smaller Workhorse test vehicle. Workhorse asserts 

they have demonstrated a 50 MPGe for the N-GEN 450 and N-GEN 1000 platforms. In July 

2018, CCJ’s Jason Cannon reported a 200 cubic foot version as achieving 75 MPGe. The details 

on the specific duty cycles and evaluation methods are not discussed. The manufacturer is 

optimizing the production design and the production line around specific configurations in order 

to obtain economies of scale, with a goal of producing 2,000 units in 2018.  Workhorse has also 

manufactured range extended E-GEN vehicles that include gasoline engines with battery packs.  

  

Workhorse N-GEN Configurations (UPS & Workhorse) 

22. Wrightspeed  

Wrightspeed is a startup manufacturing range extended vehicles with electric powertrains paired 

with an onboard turbine generator to reduce range anxiety issues. The Route 250 has a GVWR 

of 16,000 lbs. for Class 3 and 4 use, with a pure electric range of 20 miles and unlimited range 

with refueling for the turbine generator. The generator can burn diesel, CNG, LNG, gasoline and 

biogas. Wrightspeed estimates the MPGe at 17.9.   

  

Wrightspeed Route 250 (Wrightspeed) 

23. XING Mobility   

In May 2018, XING Mobility showed a prototype 3.5-ton light truck which has an innovative 

stacking battery pack system. While this is outside the medium-duty definition for this report, 

the technology may be relevant to North American product development.   
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XING Mobility Modular Battery Concept and Prototype (XING) 

24. Zeem Solutions  

Zeem Solutions is a company with a mission to provide “turnkey solution for fleet owners looking 

to buy an electric truck or bus.” They teamed with Lightning Systems to produce the first 

Chevrolet based Class 6 electric truck announced in August of 2018. While not strictly a vehicle 

OEM, this team highlights a growing opportunity for start-ups to innovate vehicle production, 

energy infrastructure, service and maintenance outside the realm of established vehicle OEMs.   

 

 


